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ABSTRACT
Currently there are many clinical trials using paper case report forms as the primary data collection tool.
Cloud Computing platforms provide big potential for increasing efficiency through a web-based data
collection interface, especially for large-scale multi-center trials. Traditionally, clinical and biological
data for multi-center trials are stored in one dedicated,centralized database system running at a data
coordinating center (DCC). This paper presents C-PASS-PC, a cloud-driven prototype of multi-center
proactive surveillance system for prostate cancer. The prototype is developed in PHP, JQuery and CSS
with an Oracle backend in a local Web server and database server and deployed on Google App Engine
(GAE) and Google Cloud SQL-MySQL. The deploying process is fast and easy to follow. The C-PASS-PC
prototype can be accessed through an SSL-enabledweb browser. Our approach proves the concept that
cloud computing platforms such as GAE is a suitable and flexible solution in the near future for multicenter clinical trials.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Web-based data management systems offer great potential for facilitating the conduct of large
scale or multi-center clinical studies [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Investigators and researchers working across
multiple sites with varying infrastructure can access data and analytical tools in these systems on
a real-time basis, minimizing the logistical challenges in multi-center collaboration, providing
improved monitoring capability, and facilitating new mechanisms for producing high quality
validated data [3]. Traditionally, web-based data management systems for multi-center clinical
studies are set up at data centers of data coordinating centers (DCCs). There is significant initial
investment in infrastructure such as servers, storage, database management systems (DBMSs) and
software. For example, the price tag of a dedicated database server easilyexceeds $50,000. This
number does not even take into account the cost of maintenance and personnel.
Cloud Computing is the long-held dream of computing as a utility, which will make software
more attractive by changing it to be a service and reshape the way how IT hardware is designed
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and purchased [7]. It consists of the existing concepts of distributed computing [8], parallel
computing [9], cluster computing [10], and utility computing [11]. Also, it is intricatelyrelated to
the newly established grid computing paradigm [12]. Clinical information is the commodity used
to help make patient care decisions [13]. The secure, reliable, and efficient management of
clinical information is one of the key factors for the successful treatment of patients by clinicians
[14]. A clinical information system is a computerized system containing an electronic patient
record. It is specially designed to support users by providing complete and accurate data, and to
remind practitioners by sending them reminders and alerts. Clinical information systems can also
provide support for making clinical decisions, links to related medical knowledge as well as other
aids [15].
In this paper we present the design and implementation of C-PASS-PC, a Cloud Computing
platform basedprototype of a multi-center proactive surveillance system for prostate cancer.
Specifically, we exploit Google App Engine (GAE) and Google Cloud SQL-MySQL as our
platform. There are other public Cloud Computing platforms available such as Amazon Web
Services[16]) andMicrosoft’s Window Azure[17].
With this methodology a DCC can drastically reduce the cost of investment and expedite
theinternal review board (IRB) approval process among participating centers.
In following sections, we first introduce about Grid Computing and Cloud Computing. Then, we
give a brief introduction about the clinical information system; then, we give a introduction about
the background on the active surveillance of prostate cancer; then, we present the workflow and
system design of proactive surveillance system for prostate cancer (PASS-PC) and deployment of
the PASS-PC on GAE and Google Cloud SQL; Finally, we conclude the paper and point out the
future work.

2. Grid Computing
Grid computing [18] enables the sharing, selection, and aggregation of a wide variety of
geographically distributed resources including supercomputers, storage system, data sources, and
specialized devices owned by different organizations for solving large-scale resource intensive
problems in science, engineering, and commerce [19]. The motivation of Grid computing was
initially driven by large-scale, resource (computational and data)-intensive scientific applications
that required more resources than what a single computer (personal computer –PC, workstation,
or supercomputer) could have provided in a single administrative domain.
Cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid (caBIG) [20] is a virtual network of interconnected data,
services, individuals, and organizations which redefines how research is conducted, care is
provided, and patients/participants interact with the biomedical research enterprise. The goals of
caBIG are to: (1) adapt or build tools for collecting, analyzing, integrating, and disseminating
information associated with cancer research and care; (2) connect the cancer research community
through a shareable, interoperable electronic infrastructure; (3) deploy and extend standard rules.
caBIG is a common language to more easily share information.

3. Cloud Computing
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In this section, we introduce the background of Cloud Computing. We review in detail one of
leading Cloud Computing platforms - GAE and Google Cloud SQL-MySQL.
Currently, almost all IT professionals talk about “Cloud Computing”as a new term for the longheld dreaming of computing as a utility, but there is no consensus on the definition of “The
Cloud” [21]. In its broadest usage, “the term Cloud Computing refers to the delivery of scalable
IT resources over the Internet, as opposed to hosting and operating those resource locally” [22].
Foster et al. [12] defined Cloud Computing as “A large-scale distributed computing paradigm that
is driven by economies of scale, in which a pool of abstracted, virtualized, dynamically-scalable,
managed computing power, storage, platforms, and services are delivered on demand to external
customers over the Internet”. According to Buyya[23], “A cloud is a type of parallel and
distributed system consisting of a collection of interconnected and virtualized computers that are
dynamically provisioned and presented as one or more unified computing resources based on
service-level agreement established through negotiation between service provider and
consumers”. Armbrust et al. [7]defined Cloud Computing as “The sum of Software as a Service
(SaaS) and utility computing, but does not include small or medium-sized data centers, even if
these rely on virtualization for management”.
From these definitions of Cloud Computing by different researchers, we know that Cloud
Computing is a convergence of virtualization, service-oriented architecture (SOA), distributed
computing, parallel computing, and utility computing.
There are many benefits associated with Cloud Computing such as lowered costs, ability to shift
capital expenses to operating expenses, agility, dynamic scalability, simplified maintenance, large
scale prototyping/load testing, diverse platform support, faster management approval, and faster
development [24].

3.1 Google App Engine and Cloud SQL
Google App Engine (GAE) is a platform for developing and hosting Web applications in Googlemanaged data centers. It is a Cloud Computing technology. It virtualizes applications across
multiple servers and data centers. Currently, its supported programming languages are Java and
Python. It also supports JRuby, JavaScript, and Scala.
GAE datastore is designed to scale, allowing apps to maintain high performance as they receive
increasing traffic. Because all queries on GAE are served by pre-built indexes, the types of
queries that can be executed are more restrictive than those allowed on a relational database with
SQL. No joins are supported in the datastore. The datastore also does not allow inequality
filtering on multiple properties or filtering of data based on results of a sub-query [25].
Because the limitations of datastore, many legacy relational database systems cannot be deployed
on the GAE without a great deal of modificationsto the underlying data structure.
Fortunately, Google recently announces the support of the popular open-source relational
database management systemMySQL on its Cloud Computing platform, which is called Cloud
SQL. Currently Google Cloud SQL is available to a limited number of users.
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It is well-known that Google has a very reliable and excellent performance infrastructure. GAE is
built on this infrastructure. The security of GAE applications has the same policies as Google’s
other applications.

3.2 Quercus
Currently GAE only supports Java and Python programming languages. Many web applications
are developed in PHP,and so these applications cannot be directly deployed on GAE.
Quercus is Caucho Technology’s fast, open-source, 100% Java implementation of the PHP
language [26]. Components needed to run PHP on GAE include: Java Development Kit (1.6),
Google App Engine Software Development Kit (1.5.5), and Quercus& Resin Java-PHP5 bridge
(4.0.18). The deployment procedure of PHP on GAE is provided in [27].

3.3. Amazon Web Services
The AWS are a collection of remote computing services (also called Web Services) which
together constitute a Cloud Computing platform and are offered over the Internet by
Amazon.com. Their most central and well-known services are Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud
(Amazon EC2) and Amazon Simle Storage Service (Amazon S3).
Amazon has completed a Statement on Auditing Standards No. 70 (SAS 70) Type II Audit. It
strictly controls staff’s access to customer’s confidential data. AWS meets the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) compliant requirement for transmitting
individual’s protected health information (PHI) across the Internet.
Although AWS has high reliability on its network, infrastructure, platform and software, it still
experienced several outages in the past. For example, Amazon EC2 and S3 experienced an outage
of about 3 hours on February 15, 2008; Amazon EC2 went down for about an hour for some
customers in the U.S. on April 7, 2008; Amazon S3 wnt offline for about 7 hours on July 20,
2008.
Amazon EC2 Application Programming Interface (API) is becoming the de-facto API for IaaS
clouds and many people are adopting it. Therefore, AWS supports horizontal interoperability
among IaaS clouds which utilize Amazon EC2 APIs. For vertical interoperability, currently it is
difficult to write an application which run on Amazon EC2, Window Azure, and Google App
Engine.

3.4. Microsoft Azure
Microsoft’s Windows Azure is a platform for running Windows applications and storing data in
the cloud. Windows Azure runs on machine in Microsoft data centers. Instead of providing
software which Microsoft customers can install and run on their local computers, Windows Azure
is a Platform as a Service (PaaS) for customers to run applications and store data on Internetaccessible machines owned by Microsoft.
Windows Azure also sets up the strictest security measurements to protect customers’
applications and confidential data. The Microsoft cloud undergoes annual audits for PCI DSS,
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SOX, and HIPAA compliance. It has obtained ISO/IEC 27001: 2005 certification and SAS 70
TYPE I and II attestations.
Microsoft utilizes a unique server balancing act which enables users to switch to another server
backup when one service becomes unavailable. Fabric Controller technology reroutes work
instantaneously if a server goes down, resulting in 99.9% - 99.5% uptime. But Windows Azure
still experienced outage. For example, it went down for a period of 22-hours from March 13 to
14, 2009, preventing users from utilizing the eraly test release’s applications.
Windows Azure allows developers to use multiple languages (.NET, PHP, Ruby, Python or Java)
and development tools (Visual Studio or Eclipse) to build applications which run on Windows
Azure and/or consume any of he Windows Azure platform offerings from any other cloud. Using
its standard-based and interoperable approach, the Windows Azure platform supports multiple
Internet protocols including HTTP, XML, SOAP, and REST key pillars of data portability.

4. Clinical Information System
A clinical information system (CIS) consisting of electronic patient’s record is used to support the
management of care. The requirements of a successful CIS include, but not limited to, the
development of outcome measures, the implementation of clinical protocols and practice
guidelines, and the development and implementation of decision support system such as alerts
and reminders [28].
Security plays an important role in a CIS. An information security policy defines who may access
what information. The term “access” includes activities such as reading, writing, appending, and
deleting data. Security is driven by a threat model and it in turn improves the more detailed
aspects of system design. To be effective, security policy needs to be written at the right level of
abstraction without encumbering the reader with unnecessary details of specific equipment [29,
30].
Reliability is another important factor in a CIS consisting of peripherals, network, hardware, and
software [31]. For example, the consequences of unexpected and unplanned downtime CIS
become disastrous when these systems fail [32, 33, 34, 35]. Uptime of mission-critical clinical
applications is an important marker for those who depend on that data to make decisions as well
as those who monitor the operational and financial impact of systems [36].
Interoperability is another important issue of different CISs. Besides digitizing and using the
information for the healthcare of their patients within organizations, clinicians, patients, and
policymakers will also share appropriate information electronically between different
organizations [37]. Interoperability is a fundamental requirement to ensure that widespread
electronic medical record (EMR) adoption can provide our desired social and economic benefits
[38].

5. Active Surveillance of Prostate Cancer
Prostate cancer is a cancer that forms in tissues of the prostate (a gland in the male reproductive
system found below the bladder and in front of the rectum). It usually occurs in older men and is
the second most common type of cancer (excluding skin cancer) among men in the United States.
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It is estimated that in 2011 there will be 240,890 new cases diagnosed and 33,720 deaths from
prostate cancer in the United States [39]. The majority of diagnosed men will not have disease
that will result in prostate cancer specific mortality; however, nearly 30,000 men will die from
prostate cancer this year. The introduction of serum prostate specific antigen (PSA) screening
(around 1990) led to a transient increase in prostate cancer diagnosis. Furthermore, the pattern of
initial presentation of patients shifted to men with low volume disease. The long natural history of
this disease has been characterized [40] and as a result has raised concerns that there may be
excessive use of local intervention in men with low risk disease. This is accentutated by the
recognized morbidity of the various forms of local therapy. In 2011, the initial report from the
Veterans Administration sponsored PIVOT study [41] demonstrated a lock of mortality benefit
for men with low-risk prostate cancer who underwent surgical intervention. Conversely, in
ongoing active surveillance series, it has been shown that approximately one third of men deemed
appropriate for active surveillance show evidence of progression that merits consideration of
intervention while the remainder either remain stable and eventually terminate follow-up or, due
to excessive anxiety, elect to proceed with therapy despite a lack of evidence of progression [42].
These data together underscore the need for understanding the natural history and biology of lowrisk disease and the impact of the practice patterns of active surveillance on men with low risk
disease. Several academic institutions have programs of active surveillance in which men with
low-risk cancers have undergone intense observation. Low-risk cancers are typically those which
1) are small volume prostate cancers that cannot be felt on a prostate examination (digital rectal
exam) and 2) lack aggressive histological morphology (microscopic appearance). These active
surveillance routines have been institution specific; as such, a more comprehensive active
surveillance approach is necessary. Active surveillance that is accomplished with biospecimen
collection represents a key need in prostate cancer research and an evolution of this process has
been coined “pro-active surveillance”.
The research study entitled “Active Surveillance of Prostate Cancer” is a large-scale, multi-center
clinical study sponsored by the Prostate Cancer Foundation (PCF). Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
is the data coordinating center (DCC) for this study. Currently John Hopkins and Cedars-Sinai
Medical Center are participating clinical sites. More clinical sites are expected to join in the study
in near future.
This research study has two objectives:
1. Primary Objective
To carefully observe men (active surveillance) with screened, detected, low-risk prostate
cancer and manage them without immediate curative intervention.
2. Secondary Objective
To explore urine and serum collected in order to develop and evaluate new and existing
biomarkers for prostate cancer, evaluate biomarker changes, study gene expression profiles,
and evaluate nuclear proteins.
The Proactive Surveillance System for Prostate Cancer (PASS-PC) is a Web-based, distributed,
heterogeneous clinical data system developed to support this study. The system is developed by
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, The Canton Group, Grafik, John Hopkins University and the PCF.
PASS-PC is HIPAA-compliant clinical data management system incorporating three main
components:
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1. National Prostate Surveillance Network (NPSN) website – an informational website for
proactive surveillance of prostate cancer;
2. NPSN myConnect Portal – a secure patient registration web portal;
3. PASS-PC – a secure study management portal for investigators, researchers, and study
coordinators.

6. Proactive Surveillance System for Prostate Cancer
In this section we present the workflow of PASS-PC and high-level architecture of deploying the
locally-developed data system into GAE Cloud Computing platform.
Fig. 1 displays the procedure for determining patient’s eligibility for the study. Fig. 2 shows the
procedure of PASS-PC connectivity to NPSN and myConnect web portals.

Fig. 1 The procedure for determining patient’s eligibility for the study

1.
2.
3.
4.

Patient calculates eligibility.
Site returns results and next steps.
Patient meets with physician for initial consultation.
Physician validates that patient is eligible.
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Fig. 2 The procedure of PASS-PC connectivity to NPSN and myConnect web portals

Coordinator logs into myConnect web portal and creates username and temporary password.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Coordinator provides username and password to patient.
Patient signs into myConnect web portal and completes online enrollment forms.
Baseline data sent to PASS-PC database when patient completed enrollment.
Coordinator receives auto email upon patient enrollment submission.
Coordinator logs into PASS-PC to access patient data (can only access own site data).

The PASS-PC high-level system architecture is displayed in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3The high level system architecture of the integrated PASS-PC
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The PASS-PC is developed using PHP, JQuery and CSS with Oracle 11g as the backed datastore.
The effort and cost of developing this system is substantial. So far the IRB application for the
study protocol has not yet been approved. It is natural to consider taking advantage of a Cloud
Computing platform to deploy and test the prototype of the PASS-PC, which we called C-PASSPC, a Cloud-driven prototype of proactive surveillance system for prostate cancer. Before we
deploy the PASS-PC in GAE and Google Cloud SQL, we modified the PHP code slightly to use
JDBC in accessing Google Cloud SQL instead of using PDO to access Oracle 11g. Then we
follow the steps in [27] to deploy the PHP, JQuery, and CSS code into GAE. The whole
deployment process took less than 5 minutes.
The new system architecture of C-PASS-PC is shown in Fig 4.

Fig. 4 High Level System Architecture of C-PASS-PC

Comparing Fig 3.with Fig. 4 it is readily apparent that Cloud-based architecture is simple and the
technical details and complexity are hidden from the system developers.

7. Conclusion and Future work
In this paper, we review Cloud Computing and its potential benefits. We present the design and
deployment of Cloud Computing platform-based prototype of proactive surveillance system for
prostate cancer (C-PASS-PC). C-PASS-PC is a Web-based multi-center clinical trial data
management system. The methodology proves the concept that it is feasible and efficient to
utilize Google App Engine and Google Cloud SQL to support a large-scale, multi-center clinical
trial data management system. The original PASS-PC is developed by multi-part including
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, The Canton Group, Grafik, John Hopkins University and the PCF
[43]. The Cedars-Sinai Medical Center data center has to set up the development infrastructure
and issuedvpn tokens to the outside parties to access the computing resources. With the Cloud
Computing model it is easier for geographically-distributed collaborating parties to design and
develop clinical trial data management.
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The C-PASS-PC is just a prototype at moment. It cannot be used before the IRB application has
been approved and a service level agreement has been reached among the Cloud Computing
services provider and participating clinical sites.
Although GAE, Amazon AWS, and Microsoft Windows Azure can guarantee high reliability and
availability, there have still been outages at Cloud Computing providers in the past. All these
Cloud Computing platforms use proprietary APIs that make interoperability more difficult. As a
future work, we will study the architecture and technology of inter-Cloud communication tools
which connect heterogeneous Cloud Computing platforms and present one uniform API.
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